
$216 million
total economic 

investment in home 
communities

33 million
tons of additional 

carbon dioxide offset

$1.2 million
in cause-based 

investments

64 hours
of safety training per 
Services employee
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Business Growth in 2019
We experienced remarkable growth in multiple aspects of our company, including 
job creation, overall portfolio growth and new facility investment.

Building a Sustainable World
We are committed to Environmental Responsibility, Community Investment  
and our People — especially as we continue to grow and expand our impact  
in the world around us. Here’s a look at our growth in 2019:

3,344 megawatts
of new energy centers online

1
new office in Colombia

10
projects completed 

1,100th
hire

Invenergy Impact
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Innovators building a sustainable world.
We are Innovators Building a Sustainable World. In pursuit 
of this vision, we believe we must be good stewards of 
our communities, our environment and our people. The 
Invenergy Impact program is how we make the biggest 
positive impact in the world around us—especially as we 
continue to grow. 

Visit invenergy.com/impact to download  
the 2019 Invenergy Impact Report and learn more  
about Invenergy Impact.



We move projects from the drawing board to reality.
Invenergy is the leading privately held developer and operator of sustainable energy 
solutions, powered by decades of entrepreneurial experience and unparalleled 
execution. Founder-led and globally focused, we solve the energy challenges facing 
our customers and our communities. We are innovators building a sustainable world.

About Invenergy
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Environmental Responsibility

Environmental responsibility has been an important part of 
what we do since we were founded in 2001 and continues 
to be a guiding principle in the present day. From migration 
research studies, to industrial equipment recycling, to interoffice 
composting programs, to grazing sheep at solar sites, we promote 
a culture of environmental awareness that reflects the high 
standards to which we hold ourselves.

People

We are committed to our employees’ personal and 
professional growth, and this past year saw the 
implementation of programs that encourage the wellbeing of 
the whole employee by promoting learning and development 
opportunities, fostering health and wellness, creating a more 
family-friendly workplace and taking steps toward becoming a 
more diverse and inclusive company. 

Community Investment

Respecting and supporting the communities that host us is an 
expression of who we are and an articulation of the positive 
impact we strive to make in the world. Being honest, treating 
people fairly, and being good stewards are values central to 
who we are as a company, as is our emphasis on community 
involvement through economic investment, program sponsorships 
and volunteering.

The Invenergy Impact Story
Blade recycling at our wind sites. Volunteering in the 
communities where we work and operate. A new 
office in Colombia. An inaugural Innovators Challenge 
within our company. Expansion of our Affinity Groups. 
At Invenergy, 2019 was a year of growth and progress. 
From new facilities to investments in our communities, 
our teams remained committed to creating positive 
change across the globe.
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